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SimultaneousComparisonof RF Probe Techniquesfor
Determination of Ionospheric Electron Density
K. D. BAKER AND A.M.

DESPAIN

UpperAir ResearchLaboratory, Universityo• Utah, Salt Lake City
J. C. ULWICK
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
L. G. HanscornField, Bedford, Massachusetts

Abstract. Three radio-frequency(RF) probe techniques--standing
wave impedanceprobe,
plasma frequency probe, and resonancerectification probe--have been simultaneouslyflown
on rockets for ionosphericmeasurements.The results of the three probes are compared to
establishthe relationshipsamong them. The impedanceprobe and plasma frequencyprobe
measurementsare in general agreement with each other and with other independent measurements. A model of antenna-ionosphericinteraction is used that neglectsion sheath and
magnetic field effects. The resonancerectification probe shows resonanceeffects including
peaks.and minimums that are a function of probe dc bias. The frequency of the dominant
resonancepeak doesnot correspondto the plasma frequency but is near a lower frequency
of an impedanceseriesresonanceas measuredby the plasmafrequencyprobe.

the same vehicle. In

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force CambridgeResearchLaboratories and the Upper Air ResearchLaboratory
at the University of Utah havejointly developed
several types of radio-frequency(RF) probes
for measurement
of ionospheric
electrondensity.
Variousexperimentshave beenflown on rockets
and satellitesprovidingdirect, in situ, measurements. This paper discusses
the resultsof three
separate probe techniques that were simultaneouslyflown on each of severalindependent
vehicles

to

allow

for

the

evaluation

each of the three tech-

niques, the antenna is excited with a low-level
RF signal (approximately0.5 volt rms) in the

0.5- to 15-Mc/s range; in addition, a slowly
varying biasvoltagefrom 0 to q-5 volts is placed
on the antennaswith respectto the vehicleskin.
In each case,an analysisof the effectsof the
plasmaon the antennaRF impedanceor on the
dc currentvariationsas a functionof frequency
determinesthe measuredvalue of plasma frequency,or the corresponding
electrondensity.

of the
RF PROBES

various probe techniquesand to check the validity of the simple probe theories heretofore
The standingwave impedanceprobe (SWIP)
presented.
[Haycockand Baker, 1961; Ulwick et al., 1964]
Instrumentationtechniquesfor eachRF probe measuresthe impedance of a dipole antenna
have beenamply discussed
in detail in the litera- being driven by one or two time-multiplexed
ture [Haycock and Baker, 1961; Ulwick et al., RF frequencies.The impedance probe fre1962; Haycock and Baker, 1962; Ulwick et al., quenciesare set so that one or the other is near
1964; Despain, 1964]; therefore,only brief de- the local plasma frequencythroughoutthe exscriptionswill be given here. Each technique periment. The RF fields from the antenna exutilizesa pair of 2.5- to 3-meterprobes,some- cite motion in the plasma electrons,which in
times referred to as a dipole antenna,mounted turn modifies the antenna impedance. This
normal to the longitudinalvehicleaxis and ex- changeof impedanceis indicated by a change
tended into the ionosphericplasma.The three in the standing wave pattern of the voltage
systemsmay share the same antennathrough along an artificial transmissionline connecting
multiplexingtechniques,
or there may be several the driving RF oscillator and the antenna. The
sets of antennas operating simultaneouslyon voltage standingwave pattern is sampled,de935
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tected, and telemeteredto a ground station,

•r• 2•rfn

where it is recordedfor further analysis.

Local electrondensity is calculatedfrom the
departure of the antenna impedancefrom its
free spacevalue,usinga simplifiedanalysis.The
impedancechange is assumedto result solely
from a changein the real part of an effective
complexpermittivity •' of a locallyhomogeneous
ionizedgasas expressed
in the Appleton-Hartree
theory [Ratclif•e,1962].

!
L •

Co•n2
-- Co
R •

Co
•2
n

Re(•')= •o1-- w•_•_•
where electron thermal

(1)

motions and the ter-

restrialmagneticfieldare ignored,and where

=

Fig. 1. Simplified equivalent circuit of a short
dipole antenna immersed in the ionosphere.

= eV' N/o m
= electronplasmafrequency

plasmainteractionexist [Bramley, 1962; Kaiser,
1962; Balmain, 1964], but part of the purpose
w = 2•r! = operatingfrequency.
of
this study was to determinethe usefulness
of
N = electrondensity.
a relatively simple model.
u = electron collisionfrequency.
In contrast to the standing wave impedance
e = electroniccharge.
probe, the plasma frequency probe (PFP)
m = electronic mass.
[Haycock and Baker, 1962] excites the an•0 =•free spacepermittivity.
tenna with a variable frequency that sweeps
An equivalentcircuit of the antenna based from approximately0.5 to 10 Mc/s. The resoon the above model is shown in Figure 1. The nance frequencies of the antenna when imantennasusedare alwaysshort comparedwith mersed in a plasma are sensedby measuring
the operating wavelengthsand, hence, have the phaseangle between the RF antenna cura free space impedancethat is essentiallya rent and voltage as a function of frequency.
capacitivereactance,of magnitudeXo -- 1/•oCo.
Occurrence
of a parallel
resonance
condition
Solvingfor the plasmafrequency[• in terms of associatedwith the plasma frequency is exthe changesAX of the antenna reactance and pected (see Figure 1). Other resonancecondiresistanceAR from their free spacevaluesgives tions may also occur, since the equivalent circuit of Figure I representsa simplified model
which neglects the effects of the terrestrial
magnetic field and plasma inhomogeneities,
Xo+ /xX+ aX
including ion sheaths and electron acoustical

= zxx+

I" (2)

or in terms of electrondensityper

waves.

The resonancerectification probe (RRP)
IDespain,
1964] operatesin conjunctionwith
N = 1v"/80.6)< 10e
(3)
the plasma frequency probe, using the same
Where v is much smaller than o,,AR becomes antennaand RF sweepsystem.Adc bias voltnegligible,giving
age (0 to +5 volts), stepped with successive
RF oscillatorsweeps,is applied with respect
l'aX/(Xo + ax)
(4)
to the vehicle body. The resultingdc antenna
By (2) and (3) the antenna impedance current is monitored, amplified, telemetered,
changes, as measured by the standing wave and recorded along with the phase and fretechnique,are convertedinto plasmafrequencies quency information of the plasma frequency
or electron densities. The authors are well aware

that more sophisticated models of antenna-

probe.
It has been contendedthat the frequency

COMPARISON

OF RF PROBE TECHNIQUES

where the dc current reaches a maximum in the

resonancerectificationprobe is the local electron plasma frequency [Takayama, 1960;
Miyazaki et al., 1960; Ichikawa and Ikegami,
1962; Hirao and Muraoka, 1964]; however,
other investigatorsdo not agreewith this con-
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impedanceprobe, and a dipole of 3-meter telescopingelementsfor the plasma frequency and
resonanceprobe combination. The telescoping
antennas

consisted of seven concentric

alumi-

num tubes,the largesthaving a 0.96-cm radius
and the smallest a 0.16-cm radius. The two sets

clusion [Harp, 1963; Fejer, 1964; Wimmel, of dipole antennas were mounted so as to be
1964; Gierke et al., 1964]. Thus, one purpose mutually perpendicularto the rocket axis and
of this study was the investigationof resonance to each other.
rectificationphenomenain general,as well as
The impedanceprobe operatedalternately at
the comparisonof the resonancerectification 3 and at 7.2 Mc/s. The plasma frequency and
frequencywith valuesof plasmafrequencyas resonancerectification experimentsused a 0.5measuredby the other experiments.
to 10-Mc/s sweepwith 16 discretebias voltages
from 0.0 to 5.0 volts applied in sequence,one
MEASUREMENTS
fixed voltage for every 0.1-secondsweepperiod.
The standingwave, plasma frequency,and
Figure 3 shows a section of the telemetry
resonancerectificationprobeshave been flown record from this flight, with time increasingto
together on various aerospacevehicles.In this the left. The measurement function of each
paper, comparisonsare made of the results subcarrier oscillator is labeled. The standing
from each of the probes for some of these wave impedanceprobe data were reduced auflights.
tomatically; the other probe data were read
The set of three probesthat madeup part of manually.
the payloadof an Aerobeerocket designated The results from the plasma frequency and
AC 3.603 is shownin Figure 2. This rocket was the standing wave impedance probes for this
fired into a nighttime aurora and has been de- flight are shown in Figure 4. The plasma frescribedin detaiI by Ulwick et al. [1965]. The quency measurementsfrom each probe during
antennasusedfor each probe were a dipole of rocket ascentare plotted as a function of time
two 2.5-meterFiberglaswrappedwhips for the after launch. For this figure, the 7.2-Mc/s

Fig. 2. AerobeeAC 3.603main payload.
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SWIP

results were used since that is well above

the electron gyrofrequency (about 1.4 Mc/s);
however, they are consistentwith the 3-Mc/s
results below a pla__•nafrequency of about 2.5
Mc/s. The results from the two probes are
generallyin goodagreement,particularlyaround
the maximum pla•n• frequency (4.5 Mc/s),
both with each other and with the value of the

maximum pla_•_m•
frequency as determinedby
the ground-based
ionosonde.
The maximumdiscrepancybetweenthe two probe resultsoccurs
at the lowestfrequency(2 Mc/s) measuredby
the plasma frequency probe, where it reads
about 15% higher than the standingwave imped_•nceprobe. This discrepancyis removedif
the parallel resonantfrequencyof the plasma
frequencyprobeis assumedto occurnot at the
pla•ms frequency,but at the upper hybrid or
magneticpl•_•na resonancefrequencygiven by
j•==-- j•= -!- •=, where j•a is the electrongyrofrequency. In addition, an onboard measurement of positive-iondensitiesgivesvalueswithin

10% of the electrondensitiesdeterminedfrom
the plasmafrequencies
of theseprobes[Ulwick
et al., 1965]. This is believedto be a goodindependentcheck,because,
over this altitudinal
range,it is reasonable
to discountthe existence
of a significantquantity of negativeions, and
chargeneutrality requiresthe positive-iondenø
sity to be equalto the electrondensity.
The three-probesystemwasincorporated
into
severalinstrumentcapsulesthat were released
from scientific passengerpods attached to
ballistic migsfles.One of the capsulesis shown
in Figure 5. The systemwas basicallyidentical
to the one previouslydescribed,except that
both sets of antennas were of the 3-meter tele-

scopingtype.

The data from the plasma frequencyprobe
and the standingwave impedanceprobe are
shownin Figure 6. The agreementbetweenthe
two methodsof plasmafrequencymeasurement
is within 10%, the plasm• frequencyprobe

againgivinghighervaluesat the lowerfrequen-
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9. The current is displayed as the lower trace
in each of the four setsof curves,corresponding
to consecutivedc bias voltages. The important
a series resonance condition in addition to the
usual parallel resonance(pl_•;gmg_
frequency) feature of these results is the extreme dependence of the observed resonancephenomena on
fromthe plm•m•frequencyproberecord.

ciesaccordingto the simple•n81ysisused.Of
specialinterestin this caseis the indicationof

The flight telemetryrecordfrom the three- the probe dc bias. With a bias of 5.2 volts
probeinstrumentation
flownon a BlackBrant (Figure 9A) the dc current changedvery little
(AC 17.601)researchrocketis shownin Figure during the RF sweepperiod. The next sweep
7. In this casethe impedanceprobe operated (Figure9B, 2.6-voltbias) showeda pronounced
at 3 Mc/s and was time-multiplexedwith the

minimum with no evident maximum. With

the

plasmafrequency-reson•;nce
probecombination bias at 1.3 voit (Figure 9C), the curve has both
usinga singledipole'antenna(Figure8). This a maximum and a minimum, and is typical of
antenna consisted of two opposed 2.5-meter

whips,eachof whichhad a conductor
radiusof
0.08 cm and was coveredwith Fiberglas over

the inboard 180-cmlength,leavingthe end 70
cm of the conductorexposed.The sweepfre-

quencyrangewas 0.5 to 5 Mc/s, and the
quentialdc bias voltagesof the probeswere
5.2,2.6, 1.3,and 0.0 volts.

The plasmafrequencyprobephaseangleand
resons:nce
rectificationprobe current, each as
a function of frequency,are shown in Figure

the so-calledresonancefrequency reported by
other workers [Hirao and Muraoka, 1964].
Figure 9D shows the largest peak, but no
minimum

was detectable because the 'instru-

mentation was unable to respondto negative
currentsbelow --0.02 t•amp.
The

results for the resons:nce rectification

and plasmafrequencyprobesare comparedin
Figure10. In contrastto the comparisons
made
earlier, these.are smoothcurvesrather than
raw data-point plots. The rate of data acqui-
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Fig. 5. Pod instrumentcapsulewith telescoping
antennas.

sitionfor this systemwas quitelow compared the minimum occurredslightly above the series
with the spin rate of the vehicle,and so the frequency.
smoothing
technique
improvedthe visualization The parallel resonancemode of the plasma
of the data correlations.In this flight, as in the frequencyprobewasnot observedcontinuously
latterportions
of mostrocketandin somesatel- throughoutthe flight; a notable gap existed
lite flights,a quitenoticeable
spinmodulation above 4 Mc/s. This signaldropoutis believed
of the data occurred that is attributed to a

to be due to insufficient instrumentation gain

reductionin electron density as the sampling rather than to an ionospheric phenomenon.
antenna falls back of the vehicle into the rare- Ionosondeand standingwave impedanceprobe
fied wake region swept out by the vehicle results, which are not presentedhere, show
[Haycocket al., 1964]. The resonance
data that the plasma frequencyfor the E region
shownare the frequencies
corresponding
to the (near the peak in Figure 10) was approxidc currentpeaksfor the zero-voltbias case. mately 4.5 Mc/s. The measurementsagree at
It is clear that this frequencywas much lower high densities,but the impedanceprobe gave
than the plasmafrequency.
In fact, the fre- unexplainedlower valuesat plasmafrequencies

quencyof the dc currentpeakwasnear,but below 3 Mc/s.
slightlylowerthan, the seriesresonance
fre•)ISCUSSION
quency.A comparison
of the dc currentpeak
and the series resonancefrequencieson the

OF •ESULTS

The plasmafrequenciesas m•easured
by the

otherflights,in spite of the poorertechnical plasma frequency probe and the standing wave
qualityof the resonance
data, yieldssimilar impedanceprobe experimentsgenerally agreed
betweenthemselvesand with other, independent
measurements. Measurements of plasma frequency were not greatly affected by the terrestrial magnetic field. The plasma frequencies
characteristicminimum frequency always oc- derived from the plasma frequency probe becurredbetweenthe RF plasmafrequencies
and low 3 Mc/s were 10 to 15% lower than those
the seriesfrequencies.
At low bias voltagethe from other methods unless corrected by the
current minimum occurred slightly below the equation • -- • -- •. No effect of the applasmafrequency,
whereas
at highbiasvoltages plied bias voltage on the measuredplasma freresults.

The frequencydip in the dc current as a
function of flight time is shownin Figure 11
for two bias steps. It is noteworthy that the
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quency was observed.Thus, since this bias
voltagemodifiesthe ion sheathsurrounding
the
antenna,it is concluded
that the plasmafrequencymeasurements
from these probesare
not significantly
perturbedby the sheath.Since
the sheathrepresentsa rather small portion
of the total samplingvolumefor a thin cylin-

A seriesresonance
frequencywasconsistently
noted in the RF measurements
for all the
flights.The ratio of the seriesfrequencyto the
plasmafrequencywas found to be approximately 0.6, the specificvalue of which is, in
general,a functionof plasmafrequency,expertment geometry,and other plasma.conditions

drical antenna,it might be expectedto play a

suchas electrontemperature.

rather

minor role in the measurements well

The maximums in the dc antenna currents

belowthe operating
frequency.
Nearthe plasma
frequencythe effectivesheathcapacitance
in
serieswith the high-impedance
plasma (see
Figure1) wouldagainbe expected
to be relatively unimportant.Consequently,
both these
experiments
yield data from whichthe ionosphericelectrondensitycan be securedwithin
10% with a simpleanalysisat probingfrequenciesabove3
Mc/s.

of the resonance
rectification
probewereselfconsistent
but did not occurat the plasmafrequency.Thus, it appearsthai the resultsof
the experiments
presentedhere disagreewith
the measurements
and theory presentedby
Takayama[1960],Miyazakietal. [1962],Hirao
andMuraoka[1964],andIchikawaandIkegami
[1962].In fact,the dc currentpeaksweremore
closelynssociated
with the seriesresonance
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Mlodnosky [1964]. Several other dc antenna
current peaks were occasionallynoted on the Fig. 9. Examples of resonancephenomena (AC
17.661).
telemetry records.One of them occurredvery
near the electrongyrofrequency.
Another,observed on the Black Brant flight for the zero-

volt bias case, was consistentlylarger than
the peak associated
with the seriesfrequency.
It increasedwith increasingrocket altitude to
about 3.5 Me/s, remainedessentiallyconstant
until rocket apogee,and then vanished.This
resonance
peak and severallessdominantones
do not appearto be relatedto any othersignifi-

cant frequency. All the resonancephenomena
from the plasma frequency and resonance,
rectificationprobesdisappearedentirely at low
altitudes where the collisional frequency becomescomparablewith the plasma frequency.
A dip in the dc antenna current versusfrequencycurvewasnotedon severalof the flights.
This minimumwas very sensitiveto the probe
dc bias and always occurred at a frequency
betweenthe seriesresonancefrequencyand the
plasma frequency,being displacedtoward the
plasmafrequencyas the bias decreased.(These
.
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particularly simple analysis; the resonance
rectificationprobe, on the other hand, is perhapsmostusefulin studiesof plasmacharacter-

5.0

RESONANC

isticsother than electrondensity.
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